This work belongs to the realm of the forwarding. First, assurript,ions which allow us to construct a more general class of Lyapunov functions than the ones obtained so far are given. Next, we exploit this result to prove a new global stabilization result, for a cascade with a coupling t,erm which do not satisfies the standard growth assumption.
Introduction
This paper further contributes to the construction of Lyapunov functions for stable cascade systems and its applications to global st,abilization results. Such const,ructions were initiated in the recent works [3, 1, 21 and are instrumental in the forwarding design methodology for global stabilization of feedforward systems. The basic construction in these desigins is for the cascade system for which the following is assumed: (ii) the equilibrium z = 0 of i = f ' ( z ) is globally stable (GS), that is a positive definite iradially unbounded
To construct a Lyapunov function for the cascade (EO), the approach initiated in [l] consist:s of adding a crossterm U(Z, [) to the Lyapunov functions W ( z ) and U ( [ ) of the two subsystems:
Under a linear growth assumption in llzll for $ ( z , [ ) and a polynomial growth assumption for W ( z ) , a construction of the cross-term @ ( z , J ) is proposed which guarantees that Vo is continuous, positive definite, radially unbounded and nonincreasing along the solutions of (CO). Differentiability of Vo is established under extra assumptions on Z = f(z).
In this paper, we present a more general construction of the Lyapunov function which exploits the available flexibility in the choice of the cross-term @ ( z , c). This generalization is used to replace the (sufficient) growth assumpt.ions on W ( z ) and $ ( z , < ) by t,he sole (necessary) assumption that no solution of (CO) is unbounded. We The following theortem shows that the integral is well defined and that thct resulting VO is a Lyapunov function for (CO). 
Proof:
The proof is a generalization of Theorem 1 in [l] where only the particular case y = 0 is treated.
Proof of (a).
The existence and the continuity of q are proven as in [I] .
Proof of (ii). Evaluating W along the solutions of (CO) yields: 
Growth conditions for global stability
In 111, global stability of (CO) is proven under the following growth assumptions:
A1 IIF(z)ll 11~11 5 cW(z) with c > 0.
A2 I + h t ) l I Yl~lltll~ll~ll+Y2~ilEll), with 71 and Yz differentiable functions of class K.
Considering the more general cascade (3.13)
we will now relax the linear growth assumption A2 as follows: The proof will be added in the final version of the paper.
A stabilization result will now be deduced from Proposition 1 for the system for which we assume in addition to A1 that h ( z , E ) satisfies a polynomial growth property (3.14) and g ( z , t ) satisfies a linear growth property:
where the I C~ are positive functions (not necessarily zero at zero). Po 5 -(1 + 11~11"-')11~112
and GAS of ( z , t ) = (0,O) can be analyzed by the LaSalle Invariance Principle. An example will be added in the final version.
